Elementary Grades 1-3 Judges Comments

Your pronunciation was very good but more smiling would have been better. You memorized your
speech very well but speak slowly and you will feel much more comfortable.
You have a wonderful voice and I could tell you practiced your pronunciation a lot. Your volume was
easy to listen to and your gestures were nice as well. Your memorization was splendid. Please come
back to Oita Speaks for next time!
Wow, I was impressed by your pronunciation. Your volume was great and you did a great job on
memorizing your speech. Your gestures were also good as well.
Good pronunciation and good expressions!
You had good volume but try to include more gestures into your speech. Good pace but try to say the
speech a little smoother.
Your intonation, pronunciation, and memorization was good and your gestures were very nicely done.
Your pace was good but if you were a little bit more relaxed, it could have been even better.
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Bigger movement would have been good but your pace was very good. You looked very relaxed.
Your voice is so cute and your volume was easy to listen to! Your big gestures help us to understand the
story, thank you. Your memorization was splendid and you pace was like a song, you have nice rhythm.
Your gestures were wonderful; you did a great job! Your memorization was also perfect, you did it!
Good memorization and overall good job!
You had good pronunciation and your volume was very easy to hear you. Good use of gestures and you
did an excellent job of memorizing the entire speech.
Your intonation, pronunciation, and pace were good but your volume was great! Next time, try to keep
the volume equal.
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If you smiled more it would have been better.
Your intonation and volume were great! Your pronunciation was splendid as well. Big and many
gestures help us to understand and I think you joined last year correct? I think you’ve progressed well.
You spoke with great feeling and you were very confident because you memorized your speech
perfectly. Great!
Good pronunciation and good pace! Keep working on your English and keep studying!
Great job with your intonation! The “R” sound is very difficult to say but you said your “R’s” flawlessly!
Good job but try to speak a little bit louder next time. Your gestures were good and your pace was very
easy to listen to. Excellent job on memorizing your speech.
Your intonation and volume was very good! You also had excellent pronunciation but you could add a
bit more movement for next time. Great pace and memorization of your speech!
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If you smiled more, it would have been better. Well done with using the panel!
I think you practiced your intonation a lot and you did great! Your speech was easy to listen and your
volume was splendid. If you have more facial expressions, your speech could become even better!
Your pace and memorization was very good however.
“Th” sound is very difficult but please keep working on it. I enjoyed your recitation very much. You did
a great job with memorization; it was perfect!
Good job!
You did a good job on your intonation, volume and pace! Try practicing “R” sounds more. Good use of
your gestures too!
Try to do the story and lines of animals a bit separately next time. I liked your panel, it really helped
your speech a lot! You had a nice voice and you did good with your pronunciation!

